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it is important to determine the distribution of babesiosis and theileriosis using sero-dignostic
tests. Since the 1980's, special attention has been given to develop of serologic tests for the
diagnosis of haemoparasitic diseases. Mainly ELISA (enzyme linked immunosorbent assay),
IFAT (indirect flourescent antibody test) and RIA (radio immunoassay) test have been used in
the serological studies. Sero-epidemiological investigations have shown that both babesiosis
and theileriosis are prevalent in most regions of Turkey.

Greatest progress has been made with vaccines for the control of Haemoprotozoan
infections. The use of living parasites to immunuze the ruminants against the spread of
babesiosis and theileriosis has been employed for a log time in livestock manegement with
varying success. Although attennuated vaccines have been effective, they have several
problems associated with them, among the most important is the cotransmission of the other
enzootic agents and a short shelf life. Therefore, there are studies targeted at developing other
preventive techniques. Irradiate Babesia spp-infected erythrocytes have been used to prevent
parasitemia. It was observed that irradiated organism are non-transmissible by the tick vector
and do not revert to virulence after 12 months in a carrier animal. Culture-derived vaccine
against theileriosis has been used widely and successfuly is safe in all breeds of cattle and
provides at least some production against challenge with parasite isolated from different areas.

A general review of the studies carried out to diagnose and control of haemoparasitic
infections with the aid of nuclear and related techniques is presented and discussed.
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Modern development of nuclear medicine is characterized by working out of unique new

Pharmaceuticals first of all, which allow to estimate a condition of different organs and

tissues of the organism at cellular level. The most long-term is a creation of different peptide

preparations and marking of different receptors, which allow to carry out researches of

pathogenic diseases. Such preparations begin to take root not only for positronic tomography,

but also emissive tomography. One more very interesting direction is so-called directed

transport of drugs, using specialized substances for delivery therapeutic and diagnostic dose

immediate to necessary place. To use these radiofarmpreparations requires an equipment

with according technique, in the first place with emissive and, especially, positronic

tomographs.

In this plan, positronic tomography is actively developing in the world, where exist about

30 denominations, already commercial, preparations for the researches in these fields as
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cardiology, oncology, and neurology. There are new emissive tomographs with two or three
detectors under working out, which allow to carry out emissive tomography in a minimum
time and with high solution. A weak point in the radionuclear diagnostics is relatively not
high spatial solution of apparatus. In the first place it concerns emissive tomographs and to
least degree positronic tomographs. Therefore the new tendency in the development of
methods of diagnostics and apparatus is appearance of combined methods and apparatus,
which connects emissive tomography with X-ray and NMR- tomography.

Earliest apparatus of this class was working out for researching of animals and
represented small combined with X-ray and NMR- tomograph. To day in the world appeared
first such apparatus for patients - emissive tomograph combined with X-ray. These are works
of the firms of CTI and Siemens. A first apparatus is in the Pittsburgh and gives good results.
And second working out - is the emissive tomograph combined with X-ray tomograph,
which is now in the commercial offer of the firm of General Electric. It allows at the same
time not only to see inclusion our preparation into some pathologic process, organ, especially
at the oncologic diseases, but also sharply determine spatial localization by the picture
tomographic cut.

Other technical novelty, which is known and taking root at the market, is the working out
of the firm ADAC. This is a block of coincidence for carrying out positronic researches on
the emissive tomograph and block to correct of absorption, which considerably improves a
quality of scinthygraphic image and allows to raise a sharpness of diagnostics. In the same
time with it exist and are under working out specialized gamma-cameras and gamma-
tomographs in the first place for such fields as cardiology, oncology (scinthymammography),
researching of cerebrum and others.

If talk is about an equipment of the sections of radionuclear diagnostics, then manyprofile
hospital or institute must have universal tomographic gamma camera with a large fielde for
all types of research and specialized apparatus for the research of different organs (heart,
cerebrum, thyroid gland, scinthymammography).
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Development of cancer chemotherapy is tightly bound with investigation of biological
activity of different compounds on in vitro test systems.

Our research has been directed on definition of sensitivity of the cell line KML removed
by us from passed of mice melanoma B-l 6.
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